
BOOK THE FOURTH 





Argument 

The King being proclaimed, the Solemnity is graced with Public 

Games and Sports of Various Kinds. The Book World is 

represented by All its Functionaries: the Savants, the Booksellers, 

the Patrons, and, of course, the Poets in Force. King John is 

glorious in the Midst of this, dispensing Honors and winning 

Prizes, as Kings usually do. The Goddess first conducts the Games 

for Publishers' Representatives; then those for the Patrons and 

Writers. Next, Competition between Poets. Finally, the Critics' 

Conclave, which ends the Day, whereat All depart, weary and 

fulfilled. 
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Great Homer and his pupil Virgil told 

How once the King was vested with his gold, 

Ensuing dawn should find the populace 

Restored to honor and a state of grace, 

Which to attest, the gods should then decree 

A day of games and sports and public spree, 

To bring the Monarch's diverse subjects 'round 

To firm their purpose on some common ground, 

And let their King b~hold them all as one, 

As different flowers alike must share the sun. 

Achilles and Aeneas both had done this once, 

And so, Pope tells us, had the other Dunce:t 

'Twas thus we find King John enthroned in state 

In Central Park upon an orange crate! 

The Goddess had proposed 'your standard throne,' 

But then as now, John's choice was all his own. 

The Meadowtt that had suffered such distress 

At gross New Yorkers and their 'perfect mess,' 

Had quaked with every trauma, every shock, 

From protest marches to unruly Rock, 

Awoke from sharing death with Olmsted's dreamttt 

To face the living hell called 'Academe!' 

Not even 'winos' trespass at that hour. 

Before the sun bathes Gulf & Western's tower, 

And yet, from God knows where! they had arrived, 

tColley Cibber. See The Dunciad, the ppening of Book II. 
nThe Sheep Meadow in Central Park. 

IV 

tttFrederick Law Olmsted, America's greatest landscape architect, whose 
masterpiece of "Democratic Design" was Central Park, which has all but been 
destroyed by the presumptuous patrons and politicians, who never bothered to 
grasp Olmsted's inspired 'poetic' concept of the park as a work of master 
craftmanship and great art. They have donated so many 'polluting' artifacts 
and facilities that soon there will be little more than a small open plot of un
sullied grassland with a plaque announcing 'Here once stood Central Park.' Sic 
transit gloria! 
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As bees from great removes have often hived: 

Ten~thousand strong they came, by ones and scores, 

The Book World's mighty, awful, myriad bores! 

Anthologers ad~hoc! Bold poetasters! 

Propounders most pro~tem! Proud paper~wasters! 

Savants in residence, bald men on grants, 

The males in breezy shorts, the women pants! 

By moped, limo', bike and bouncing van, 

They took that 'Leyte' as by battle~plan! 

A sorry lot ~f every sort they were, 

The kind who wear those badges at the fair, 

In case they should get lost from all the rest, 

Can find out who they are right off their chest: 

Instructors, each with desperate PhD, 

Embuttressed John and throne on bended knee, 

While full professors clutched their salutations, 

Like choc'late soldiers at inaug'ral stations! 

Though vast the field, their ranks were tight, alas! 

'The College Wedge,' it's called, for kissing ass! 

As odd King John, that Laureate! That Dunce! 

Wrung pounds of pomp from palms that weigh an ounce: 

For him, a finger, her, an eyebrow raised, 

For each, that Protean face, as Cibber gazed, 

First grim, enslaved by thought, then bold and affable, 

But always myst'ry~riddled, always laughable! 
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He left them all to guess just what he thinks, 

As hometown hopes address the desert sphinx! 

The multi~national 'reps' in force were there, 

Those tax~free patrons of Endowment's chair, 

The final arbiters of Book Awards, 

Whose bucks 'cut mustard' just like swords; 

Those 'judges' of our Science, Arts and Letters, 

In lieu of 'overlooking' all their betters, 

Just lolled with Mark and Archiet on the grass, 

And watched a galaxy of Frisbees pass! 

The Harvard crew linked arms for Ivy nexus, tt 

To check the flow of power toward oil~rich Texas, 

While scribes from Baylor U and Austin Falls 

Showed up in silver~buttoned overalls, 

And schools from Florida, self~dubbed 'The East,' 

Seemed overjoyed to find the Park at least! 

0, what a day that now would soon begin! 

As morning waxed and then affixed its grin: 

On Plimpton, ttt free~ lance clown from chez Elaine 

And Dry Dock Country, with his jingling train; 

Broyard, ttttapostate grand, and Peck's Bad Boy, 

With pen and pad equipped, to kill some joy; 

tMark Van Doren and Archibald MacLeish. 

IV 

ttThe majority of our most visible poets either studi!'!d or taught at Harvard 
University. There is abundant evidence that virtually all of them h·~d a hand in 
helping the careers of the others through the lucrative world of American let
ters. That's probably the main reason we've heard so much about them. That's 
the way it works. Now they seem most anxious, lest literary leverage move to 
the Southwest due to the strong attraction of higher teaching salaries and 
grants. Among the nervous Harvard bunch, a few that come to mind: John 
Ashbery, John Brinnin, Robert Bly, John Ciardi, Tom Combs, Richard 
Eberhart, Robert Fitzgerald, Donald Hall, John Hollander, Kenneth Koch, 
Stanley Kunitz, Archibald MacLeish, Howard Nemerov, George Starbuck, 
Richard Wilbur, and many others. 
tttGeorge Plimpton, gentleman dilettante and kibitzer. 
tttt Anatole Broyard, who quit writing his own stuff with a vengeance, and 
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Grace Schulman, sudden, city,wide sensation, 

By virtue of some holdings in The Nation, t 
In black to show her pearls from toe to hood, 

Close by the all,embracing Goddess stood, 

As Howard,tt with his Hunter 'groupies' near, 

Said something clever for the crowd to hear; 

And Lita Hornick, with her entourage, 

Upon a squeaking float of Cleo's barge, 

With G. Malanga anq Giorno came,ttt 

As if arriving for the Rose Bowl Game, 

While Harold Bloom from Yale, with eighty tyros, 

Descended in a gale of Coast Guard gyros! 

Alerted to the 'weirdos' on the green, 

The Marshal posted signs of 'quarantine,' 

Not soon enough to check the 'Parrot Flu' 

That felled a hippo' at the nearby zoo! 

No matter then, the gods were so behooved 

The Goddess now like Bella Abzug moved, 

Against whose progress all the gathering gave, 

As Tokyo tankers shrug aside the wave, 

And gained a hillock, fired an antique gun, 

As King John stood, the games had thus begun: 

So by the text, she gave the race a whirl, 
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then heaped his bitterness on those who saw no reason to quit, through his 
book reviews in the N.Y. Times. Now (1977) that he's writing again himself, his 
critical tone has softened noticeably. 

tHer greatest critical contribution to date has been the declaration that the 
VietNam War cancelled the logic of using metaphor in verse. Vosnesensky re, 
mains much closer to a poetic reality when he hails metaphor as 'the engine of 
the poem.' 
ttPoet Richard Howard. 
tttLita Hornick, critic and patron of the arts, form~r editor of Kulchur 
Magazine, now publisher of Kulchur Books, has called King John, in effect, our 
greatest poet, excepting possibly John Giorno, whose Cancer in My Left Ball 
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Where Juno tricked out Turnus, Pope, his Curl, t 

By turning out a phantom of a poet 

So publishers with 'guts' would 'race' to show it. 

And yet with actual poets make~believe, 

Who needs a conjured bard so to deceive: 

Their lives are more unreal in every bit 

Than any phantom Pope or Virgil hit. 

So Merwin from the crowd was summoned forth, 

Whose shape and air suggest the phantom's froth: 

The dimpled cheek, the dappled wreath of hair, 

So boned you wonder whether brain is there, 

The cloven hoof, the coat of velveteen, 

The pretty, pastel poems with swampfire's sheen! 

"Anality, the bullhorn, dear!" the Goddess called: 

"Who with my Muses, who with 'Buddha's balled,'tt 

Who'll raise the flag of Schuster or of Day, 

To outrun all and take this prize away?" 

"T'is I, 0 Goddess, of the House of Random, 

Who'll catch that prize on skateboard or on tandem!" 

Had he his way, the. 'Rep' would not have spoken, 

Whose voice at work remained, at most, a token; 

Who as a mail clerk had been loudly fired, 

And then, 'to head up poetry,' was rehired; 

Who kept his inter~office memos terse 

When forced to justify his choice of verse, 

IV 

and Balling Buddha she published. Gerard Malanga, bard of the Jet Set, oracle 
for The Beautiful People, is also in her stable. Giorno is known, if at all, as an 
exponent of'found poetry,' a Ia 'found sculpture.' 

tBoth Virgil and Pope use apparitions to distract their villains: as Juno, Turn us 
in The Aeneid, so the Goddess sets before Curl, the greedy bookseller, a phan
tom poet, which he vainly chases to end with nothing. 
tt As noted, Balling Buddha is the title of one of John Giorno's books of verse, 
published by Kulchur Books. 
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Because he'd read no book at all since school, 

And left decisions to the typing pool; 

If asked, was prone to think an 'ancient lay' 

Was tossed,offby Macaulay 'in the hay!' 

And as for Merwin, he would just evade him, 

Except that RCA so well had paid him 

To make the public think the Sarnoff vulture 

Still had a talon left for US culture! 

"Who'll meet the challenge of my bold pursuit 

OfWhat's,His,Name decked,out in poet's boot?" 

He called again. "Just bite your foaming bit," 

The Goddess joshed, "and read the PR kit 

My Muses have prepared with tears and treacle: 

This race is won on foot and not on vehicle!" 

In fear the others froze with nervous cough; 

Then came the challenge, "I!" It was Knopf! 

A houndless hunt they'd hold, with only foxes, 

Since RCA owned both, like Chinese boxes; 

While one must win, the other could not lose, 

As in their samplings of press confrence booze. 

But with the contest set, fleet Merwin sped, 

As first Knopf, then Random forged ahead: 

Now for a moment they were nip,and,tuck, 

As Merwin lept aboard a pick,up truck; 

The Goddess shouted, "Foul!" admonished all, 
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To "Come out fighting now, come on, play ball!" 

At which the poet then forthwith desisted, 

To prove he could be fair and still two~fisted: 

Now down the cindered bridal path he ripped, 

As Random cut some corners, Knopf then tripped! 

"Who follows me," Bill crowed, "I've got to spoil it!" 

By way of detour through a public toilet! 

Then out again and over piles of litter, 

He broke for daylight with a shout and skitter! 

Then scaled a bench, and dashed across the Mall, 

Which stunned King John, and left the crowd in thrall! 

0, Merwin now, a thing of many splendors! 

Wove in and out through all those startled vendors, 

So far ahead he stopped right in his course 

To feed some leaves to one patrolman's horse, 

And snapped off flowers along his dazzling way, 

And taunted all with "I'm Queen of the May!" 

The which to prove, he scampered up a boulder, 

And struck a cheesecake pose with brazen shoulder! 

Last seen, entranced by Merwin's metric maze, 

The 'Reps,' reduced to listless, feckless daze, 

Loped off dejected, as if bound for hell, 

As Merwin vanished by the Music Shell! 

The 'Reps' kept right on going, per their praxis, 

Back to the office, via separate taxis: 

IV 
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Knopf had several salesmen's hands to crunch 

Before retiring to his three~hour lunch, 

While Random with the phones played hide~and~seek, 

Banged out two memos, and took off a week! 

Now Merwin by this time was lost indeed, 

So strange had been his course, so great his speed! 

Since much like Hansel, he could not get back, 

He let his sutras just suggest a track: 

He first as flutist from those Grecian urns 

Piped 'Bonnie Doon' before the bronze of Burns, t 

Then took heroic Balto for a walk, 

En route besieging Scott with deadly talk; 

He now mistook a rock for Merton's Mountain, tt 

And forged the Helispont in' Thesda's Fountain;ttt 

Then once aboard an empty battered boat, 

Across the Rowing Lake began to float; 

By 'Venice Bridges,' he just 'ups and dies,' 

Much to a group of muggers' stark surprise! 

Then as a clump of earth hove into sight, 

He claimed for Kaufman Hall the Isle of Wight! 

By 'passage trial,' as Hercules before, 

Or Old MacArthur, he just strode ashore! 

Where two balloon men with their tanks of air 

Like double Buddhas so engaged his stare 

He had to buy a bunch of redtttt balloons, 
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tMerwin covers a lot of ground. On the Mall in Central Park, there are bronze 
statues of Robert Burns and Sir Walter Scott. Not far away, there is a life-sized 
bronze ofBalto, the dog who delivered a crucial serum to Nome, Alaska. 
ttThomas Merton wrote the highly~esteemed religious tract, Seven Storey 
Mountain. Some of Merwin's verse has overtones of an anemic mysticism. 
tttBethesda's Fountain is located near the Central Park Rowing Lake. 

ttttRed is the favorite color of the Existential poets. They also like 'calico 
clouds,' uncut pages of a book and any kind of reflection, as noted earlier. 
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And name them all his 'Pets' or 'Chinese moons'; 

Then climbed aboard a 'horse' and gave a yell 

Of"Hi,ho, Tantra!" from the carousel! 

Meanwhile, the Goddess, John, the fete, in fine, 

So vainly dwelt upon that finish line! 

Yet since their epics made such frequent use 

Of voided meaning and abortive ruse, 

They viewed the ending in the course of time 

As fitting both their Age and lack of rhyme. 

As Nash might say: "The race need not have finish, 

Or middle, just because it has beginnish!" 

Besides, this Age can't sense how bookmen sprinted 

In times of Pope to get their poets printed! 

The stuff of verse was Ford's communal 'glue';t 

For one, A. Pope accrued one million due. tt 

The form today's so stamped with 'precious' school, 

It wins 'malign neglect'ttt or ridicule! 

These painter,poets write such vapid verse, 

The House that prints it risks eternal curse! 

Like Flags, they run, up poets through the year, 

And yet would pay them more to disappear! 

The public, tuned to call the umpires 'liars,' 

Descries a 'Foul!" in phony versifiers, 

And won't give up its baseball, beer or mutton 

For ballads on the Buddha's belly,button, 

IV 

tPresident Ford once referred to something, probably his own Presidency, as 
being the 'social glue' that held things together. In Pope's day, poetry went a 
long way to serve this purpose, though today poetry, through its specialization 
by the Existentialists and academics, has become an absolute irrelevancy. 
ttPope made what would now amount to almost one-million dollars from his 
various epics in his lifetime, his translations of Homer, etc. 
tttThis, of course, 1s a variation on Senator Patrick Moynihan's suggestion 
that the indigent blacks in this country should be regarded with 'benign 
neglect,' one of the most venal episodes in the Nixon Administration's 
pronouncement-making, which has not received its due attention, mainly 
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Though campuses, like girls in heat, are wallowing 

To hand the Merry Men of]ohn their following! 

In truth, the Goddess had been gratified 

To lend a semblance that its sales belied: 

That poetry in the market~place is viable, 

Not some pariah for which all are liable, 

So dull it can not even cause a scandal, 

Much less a race that might be worth the candle! 

Yet still we give the day and Devil due: 

The Goddess, John, the crowd, as if on cue, 

Turned southward toward an urgent roar, 

As through the fields, exploding dust before, 

With all the dash and verve of Sherman's horses, 

Fell swift the squadrons of her mobile forces! 

"My rolling~stock!" she cried. "My Bookmobiles! 

That wed the love of words to love of wheels! 

Behold!" "Run for your life!" she should have said, 

For once they'd past, they counted twenty dead! 

Len Randolph and his aides in surplus Jeeps 

Enjoin~d them onward with their waves and beeps; 
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Right through the frenzied crowd they blazed and thundered, 

Recalling films oflndy's famed Five~hundred! 

They'd speed prodigious miles before the dark, 

Still looking for a legal place to park! 

They're now a 'must,' these 'shops' with brake and clutch, 

because the American people in their misanthropy largely accepted 
Moynihan's sadistic attitude; a presentiment of this popular approval might be 
what allowed him to express the notion in the first place. 
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For any Fund that's worth the name as such, 

Though roadside sales at fairs in fields and thickets 

Can't quite offset the cost of traffic tickets! 

The Muses scurried forth about the field, 

Assessing losses that their count might yield: 

The dead: two poets of West Coast cachet, 

In bits and pieces like their syntax lay; 

Two Yale 'men' writing 'tomes' on C~itic Bloom, 

Among so many, Yale could use the room; 

Old 'Doc,' who haunted halls at Iowa State, 

Now learned that 'never' was much worse than 'late'; 

One 'Prof from Tufts, whose 'friends,' despite display, 

Had almost clapped to find him 'on his way'; 

Two parasites from Brown, or something worse, 

Made good their pledge: 'To give their all to verse'; 

An ancient salesman from Farrar-Giroux, 

With final words: "God, what a way to go!" 

Among the wounded, there were some in shock, 

So like themselves as to escape remark! 

And as the roll was called, with sobs and wrenches, 

Bloom ran about expounding 'War and Trenches'!t 

With cries of 'Medic!' thus the Muses went, 

Removing bodies to the rubbish tent, 

Until the Goddess, irked by such delay, 

Demanded that the games get underway: 

IV 

tHarold Bloom has tried to make a separate art, a special branch of learning, 
not so much of criticism in general, but of his own criticism in particular, by 
formulating arcane nomenclature and exotic categories of appraisal projected 
by him personally from his blind at Yale. Consequently, just as Ashbery has all 
of collegiate America writing poems like his, Yale undergraduates now face the 
task of criticising his, Bloom's, criticism of people like, now guess, John 
Ash beryl That's right! Bloom thinks he's 'apt to last.' One of Bloom's theories 
concerns his willful misreading of poets, which he has described as a kind of 
'defensive warfare.' He labors greatly to stress the agonies of this warfare and 
has likened the critics' work today to the perils of hand-to-hand combat, by 
implication, in 'the trenches.' 
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Her all,important authors' trials were set, 

Whereby the poets vie to see what cash they'll get: 

As source of funds, the Landed and the Lord 

Had been replaced by School and Corporate Board, 

And so instead of trial by 'tickling feather ,'t' 
She simply used the social get,together, 

Where poetry's streams today break,in their beds, 

And future currents find their Nile,like heads! 

To which effect, the Goddess brought much sand, 

To simulate the drift of beach or strand, 

Ofoff,shore isle, or key, or everglade, 

Where next year's reputations will be made; 

A dune at Pines, tt the Cape, or Catalina, 

Where Pulitzers assume their bright patina; 

Where arbiters decide what was and wasn't, 

And who knows whom and who just doesn't, 

Cut patterns as to what to print or teach, 

Like New York garmentmen at Ocean Beach!ttt 

She'd set the seascape scene so rather well, 

With crunched,up beer can, and with cast,off shell, 

Umbrellas, blankets and the radio's blare, 

A few stripped quite beyond their underwear, 

And went in search of surf, or took a stroll 

Like Vic McLaglen in "The Lost Patrol!" 
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tPope's poets in The Dunciad compete by tickling the palm of the patron with 
their quills. The poets today engage in a more highly socialized kind of tickling, 
as described above. 
ttThe Pines is a colony on Fire Island, N.Y. By Cape, of course, I mean to 
include Provincetown, Hyannis, Martha's Vineyard, Nantucket, where much 
of this sort of thing goes on. 
tttOcean Beach, by far the largest settlement on Fire Island, is known as the 
watering-spot for thousands of workers from Manhattan's garment district 
every summer. 
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But most of course would use this fond event 

To seal their sinecures with fresh cement: 

The blanket~hopping on that single day 

Sent hundreds on their destined, bardic way, 

IV 

And showed by many duneside coup and sandswept round 

How poets' names advance on shifty ground: 

For instance, take that youth from LIU, 

Who turned a pretty frank at barbecue; 

He brushed against some shirtless Big Eightt scribes, 

And on the basis of such beachside 'vibes,' 

Was later published in the Big Review 

As the exponent ofNew York haiku; 

His school would duly note the able 'hit,' 

And name him head of English~Chinese Lit! 

How cutely met the 'rube' and New York 'wheel,' 

Whose chance encounter meant a three~way deal: 

Warm smiles exuded, lotions were exchanged, 

Exposing interests, meetings then arranged, 

When in the fall the poet would secure 

A grant or two, perhaps a reading tour, 

And guarantee the 'wheel' as recompense, 

His school's rich offer of a 'residence,' 

And through the efforts of a mutual friend, 

They'd launch a nation~wide poetic trend! 

How well the Goddess used that panorama 

tThe once highly-touted Big Eight reviews include: Partisan, Massachusetts, 
Sewanee, Shenendoah, Hudson, Kenyon (defunct), Chicago, Prairie Schooner. 
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To bare the innards of the noxious drama, 

While Muses, garbed as Romans, did their stint, 

Dispensing vodkas with a sprig of mint! 

The hottest beds of interest, now as then, 

Find Moss and Ginsberg bucking up their men, 

And cudgeling both Institute and Fund 

To give their proteges the cummerbund, 

To Corso, say, as some belated 'beat,' 

Or Merrill for his cold aesthetic feat, 

While Hornick and the zombies she espouses 

With private cash bring plague on both their houses! 

Perhaps the Goddess had been ill,advised 

To make her replica so well,devised: 

The sex and liquor, like a bomb, burst 'round, 

Drove all her legions to the blasted ground, 

Where now with clasp of hand and purse of lips 

They sealed the pacts that void rejection slips, 

To publish, teach or read, show,up to hear, 

Forecasting fashions for the coming year! 

Most sluggish now they were to meet her call 

Of"Onward, to the Ramble! Onward, all!" 

And yet they followed with their wills of iron, 

That Piper with her prizes, bells and siren: 

Her forces flooded forth, those thousands strong, 

Tugged muggers, kids and oldsters, tramps along, 
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And reached the Ramble on the Park's West Side, 

Which, know, had once been Olmsted's deepest pride, 

A place of perfect peace, a citadel, 

A paradise within Manhattan's hell! 

Its ruin now, its nudity, attest 

How nightmares overgrow the dreamer's rest! 

This thought engulfed in smiles her glowing face, 

To sense how much her Presence could erase, 

And that these so~called Keepers of the Flame 

Were dumb to sorrow and its very name; 

In fact, now found her choice of site quite 'smart': 

So buzzards view a corpse as 'work of art'! 

Be that as well it may! Now came her take~off 

Of Kansas Cooking Bee and Upstate Bake~off: 

Two dozen ovens lent by Pillsbury Flour 

Had been dispersed throughout that dismal bower; 

The theme was 'Apples,' whether sauce or tart, 

And US' Bards as only "Moms" at Heart'! 

For this event, she posted prizes plenty: 

The first, a hosted tour of San Clemente; 

The next, our Rhinestone Scribes were pleased to know, 

A 'guest shot' on the Johnny Carson Show! 

Our Networks Three would air the whole shebang 

By T elstar with official Sturm und Drang, 

For what could assauge those hungry eyes 

IV 
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Like Existential Poets wasting pies? 

As now they pounded dough and poured the batter 

To give the famished world the things that matter, 

The deep~dish mystic thrill, the riddle lean, 

That live and breathe like us, not merely mean! 

As Bishopt in her Dutch Maid's cap and dress 

Like Molly Pitcher minced with nice finesse, 

Advising all on measures and amounts, 

Confiding quiet warnings: "Neatness counts!" 

And Richard Kostelanetz leaned about 

Admonishing: "Leave all the apples out!"tt 

The Goddess relished, licking~bowl in lap, 

The smell of poets working: burning sap! 

The contest over, Koch's 'Raisin Snack' 

Was given to the poor, who gave it back; 

Joel Oppenheimer early lost the race, 

As lofty cakes collapsed to lower case; 

Giorno's 'pounder' weighed much more than pound, 

Because it held a heavy boot he'd 'found';ttt 

H. Nemerov, adept at prankster jolts, 

Had baked in his a box of nuts and bolts; 

Saroyantttt proved an overeager 'also ran,' 

By using just an inch or two of pan; 

tPoet Elizabeth Bishop. 
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ttRichard Kostelanetz, literary gadfly and obsessive exponent of zany, 
alchemic experimentation with the physical appearance of 'poems' on the page. 
He is fond of quoting Dadaist Tzara's 'No more words' and other such dated 
and quixotic exhortations. 
tttJohn Giorno, as stated, insists he's elevated so~called 'found poetry,' 
another contradiction in terms of misanalogy from the world of visual art, this 
time sculpture, to a fine art. 
tttt Aram Saroyan, arch~minimalist, suggesting a verse that might be added: 

"Lives of great men all remind us 
Their eager sons are sure to find us-" 
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While Justicet took defeat with solemn air, 

Both held and ate his cake, a perfect square; 

The Goddess gave MacLeish a grateful nudge 

For sticking to his guns and making fudge; 

And Alistair Reid, tt a 'limey' awfly 'in', 

Brought down the house by lacing his with gin; 

Bright Corso eyed the prize but could not nab it, 

Not with those 'potted brownies' _baked from habit; 

At last, poor Moss engaged in great harangue 

When Brinnin was dismissed for pure meringue; 

King John, of course, as always, justly won: 

His entry: empty pan entitled 'Bun'! 

Like noble Arthur over heath and weir, 

John heralded his men toward Belvedere, ttt 

Where soon the critics' sessions would be held, 

And reputations fed on those dispelled! 

What pedant whose complacencies inure 

A paltry soul to petty sinecure 

Considers what 'degenerative change' 

Has made his 'expertise' the poet's range, 

WheQ only recently was English 'taught,' 

And people paid to 'teach' what poets 'thought.'tttt 

A most unnatural situation, that! 

Instructing Dullness how to put on fat? 

The bourgeois has forgotten in its plight, 

tDonald Justice, the academic poet and middleman. 
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ttReid still has a wide following at Sarah Lawrence, where he once taight, and 
was known as quite a 'cut up.' 
tttBelvedere Castle is a 'medieval' structure located north of the Ramble in 
Central Park. It stands upon a promontory above a small pond, or extended 
mud puddle, choked with broken glass and other rubbish. 
ttttClara Claiborne Park, herself a teacher of English at Berkshire Communi
ty College, wrote in a review of a reissue of Ashbery's Rivers and Mountains by 
Ecco Press (The Nation, Sept. 3, 1977): 
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Just how to live, much less to read and write! 

Beware, you pompous, high-paid verbal snobs, 

Remember how you got those trumped-up jobs: 

The fate that overtook the ancien clerct 

Will turn you out-of-doors and back to work! 

It is a coil of opposites, the brain, 

That once compressed as now, springs up again! 

Old love and innocence and lively wine 

Will meet again within the poet's line; 

And verse, once more a Tigris in its course, 

Will fuse our continents with massive force, 

When liqueurs of the 'tongue' are not distilled 

To 'bitters' for an epic unfulfilled! 

This 'haunting' thought, despite much 'macho' talk, 

They won't accost along 'Old College Walk'! 

Still, Bloom in tux, a beacon from the wall, tt 
Spread wide his arms, to greet, and upstage all! 

The Goddess broadcast from the steep escarpment: 
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"It is more than a coincidence that these years of the steady contraction of 
poetry's public sector are also the years in which English literature became for 
the first time a subject of study. We should not forget that that seemingly 
immemorial entity, The English Department, did not exist before the 20th 
century. In no previous era was it a function of university teaching to train an 
audience for literature written in the mother tongue. Students in universities a 
hundred years ago did not study Shakespeare, or Pope, or the Romantic poets; 
still less did they study contemporary poetry. They did study Latin and 
Greek .... Poetry in English was not studied, but read. People who did not 
find reading it in some way enjoyable did not read it at all. There was no 
occasion to; one of the more interesting dates in literary history must be the 
date when someone was first graded on his reading of a poem." 

tThat truly concerned commentator and person, Dwight Macdonald, 
reminds us in his Preface to Against the American Grain: "The section entitled 
'Traitors' is about what Julien Benda once called 'le trahison des clercs.' This is 
usually translated 'the treason of the intellectuals,' but the medieval term clercs 
is more what I mean; 'academics' is the closest modern English can come." 

ttHarold is poised upon the Castle parapet! 
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"He'll have his very own, complete Department," 

She baited them, "Who can make any sense 

Of all the crap that will assail him hence! 

Who gives the strangest mis-interpretationt 

Will win a medal from 'a greatful nation'! 

To those who've made our trade a rare disease, 

My annual awards, the env'lopes, please! 

To Kostelanetz, for his active part 

In chopping verse up into 'visual art';tt 

To Kumar, ttt whosoever he might be! 

For absolutely nothing, seriously! 

To Leonard, John, maestro of the 'zingers,' 

My box of puns and 'Chinese lady fingers'!tttt 

IV 

tHilton Kramer, commenting on the pretensions of Harold Bloom's critical 
posture, in the New York Times Book Review, August 21, 1977, writes: 
"Misreading the great poets, you see, is not for Professor Bloom a bad thing. It 
is quite a good thing. It is a marvelously creative thing. It is certainly to be 
recommended. The best poets are alleged to be doing it all the time. That's one 
of the ways we know that they are the best poets, it seems. So why shouldn't 
the critics too avail themselves of this unexpected privilege? Why should the 
poets have all the fun? Who among us can put his ,hand on his heart and 
honestly swear he knows what these infernal poets are up to, anyway? Not 
Professor Bloom. We have it on his own authority that in the criticism of 
literature 'there are no interpretations but only misinterpretations.' This is a 
wonderfully convenient theory. What vistas it opens! What feats of mind it 
promises! . . . For this new mode of free-wheeling misreading places the critic 
beyond the realm of truth and error, beyond all mundane plausibility." 
ttRichard Kostelanetz in his oppressive quest for cleverness and emblematic 
exoticism has edited a book, Breakthrough Fictioneers, which holds that the 
main justification for further writing might be the novelty of words, letters or 
other symbols scattered about the page for their visual, design effects. 
tttDr. Shiv K. Kumar is Professor of English at the University of Hyderabad 
and writes 'criticism' for Span, a U .S. Government periodical put out in India. 

ttttChinese lady fingers' are dainty little firecrackers on a string. John 
Leonard could make his columns even more 'sprightly' with these, if that is at 
all conceivable! 
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To Mrs. Perlofft at poor USC, 

The 'Moore Award'tt for 'preciosity'; 

For Vendler, Grumbach, tttthose in Punch's stable, 

My pledge: he'll grasp no more than Cain is able! 

And last, for vet'ran booster William Cole, tttt 

My int'mate guide to 'foot~in~mouth' control! 

To all of you, and many, many more, 

Whose daily 'living' is a deadly bore, 

I wish you, with my deepest, heartfelt 'thanks'! 

The best of many 'dish days' at the banks!" 

With this, she 'threw it all' to mighty Bloom! 

Who waved de Man ttttt aside to make some room 

And placed his students with their Y alie stripes 

By height to either side like organ pipes, 

And then for pear~shaped tones and breath control, 

Did sev'ral knee~bends and a 'mattress roll,' 

Turned~up the mike, and opened wide 'the bible,' 

That tome of his entitled Bloom's Large Libel! 

With this obnoxious, single, crack~pot book, 

Hal ripped the ivy from its 'crannied nook'! 

By claiming that 'misreadings'tttttt of the text 
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tMrs. Marjorie Perloff, English Professor at the University of Southern 
California . 
ttMarianne Moore. 
tttHelen Vendler and Doris Grumbach, whose poetry criticism toes the line 
for Young Punch Sulzberger's N .Y. Times . Some line! 
ttttTrade Winds Editor for Saturday Review of Literature and blurber-at-large. 
tttttPaul de Man, one of Bloom's colleagues at Yale. 
ttttttT o continue with Kramer from the Times piece quoted above: 

"(Misreading) gives him (the critic) the freedom of his imagination. It makes 
him-dare one say it?-almost a poet . ... The att of misreading, you see, is 
conceived to be part of a heroic and bloody battle. 'Reading is defensive 
warfare,' according to Professor Bloom. Therefore, criticism (his sort of 
criticism, anyway) acquires . (in his eyes, anyway) all the drama of a life of 
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Would help us tell one critic from the next! 

Contempt for sense, he said, would make them stoic; 

The worse the error, 0, the more heroic! 

If poets could defy coherent recall, 

Let chaos then become the end and be~all! 

To hell with Keats' careful separation 

Of'fancy' from a 'true imagination': 

They find such differentiations slight, 

As cats see only grey both day and night, 

And claim this gross, psychotic, mass condition 

Some kind of new, disposable tradition, 

Where critics can outply the poet's plow 

In nullity, or as he put it now: 

"If poets with their cryptic stance, confound it! 

Cop all the prizes, critics must compound it!" 

Bloom fumed! "We'll out~ellipse and out~abstruse them! 

Out~loop! Out~smoke! Out~shame! And out~traduce them! 

Which I have done, to give you one example, 

IV 

And worried forth these pearls, which now you'll sample!" 

His colleagues gathered at the Castle's foot 

Like fragile leaves to his one branch and root! 

First rapt, as Paul along Damascus Road, 

Then lashed to fury as by cattle~goad! 

As Bloom declaimed, in wild, 'belated't glory 

~~ 

combat in the trenches. What a farce! Who would have thought that literary 
criti~ism, of all things, would one day be promoted as the moral equivalent of 
war? One doesn't know whether to laugh or cry at the thought of all those 
docile undergraduates in New Haven being force-fed this nonsense. What a 
ruinous way to make an acquaintance with serious literature!" 

tOne of Bloom's contentions is that the poet's desperation comes from the fact 
that some other poet 'said it first.' This also afflicts critics, who can compensate 
for it, Bloom says, through the originality of their contributions, which of 
course in his case might be called a kind of eccentricity, or, to give the point a 
little room to run around in, madness! 
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The utter nonsense of an Irwin Cory!t 

And acolytes, resounding to the slopes, 

Compounded compounds of his compound tropes! 

While Ginsberg and the crowd from Old Naropa 

Brought hands to face in holy 'ropa~dopa'ltt 

Assumed the lotus or the pretzel stance, 

As strangely now arose their Om~like chants: 

The Oms of Krishna or the Maharani, 

Mixed with the West Side Oms of D. Kermanilttt 

At last the Goddess in her rapture stood, 

And breathed, "In comes the bad, out goes the good!" 

And Muses, Om, with plastic flag and torch, 

Did 'modern dance' 'o'er ramparts that we watch'! 

They came, the Oms, they came, as night set in, 

With whips of rain, they came, and lightning's din! 

Now every lip vibrated with the hum 

And filled the grove with sounds of locusts come! 

The Bronx was burning, Om, the radio said, 

And Om just bubbled from the many dead! 

And still it swept, that Om's uncanny tone, 

The crowd, a chimney flue, with wintry moan! 
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Old Nelson's 'horns,' or 'tusks,'tttt they say, were struck! 

Now Om met Clang aboard the ladder~truck! 

And Brooklyn, Om, had been engulfed in flame! 

Or was it Queens? Om smiled: It's all the same! 

tTY's nonsense comic, Professor Irwin Cory . 
ttThe Buddhist hand-to-face in prayer somewhat resembles Ali's cover-up 
along the ropes, which he calls his 'ropa-dope.' 
tttSelf-Portrait in a Convex Mirror is dedicated to David Kermani, who was 
there that night, taking notes on what Bloom had to say about John Ashbery, 
which has consistently been, if tentative, in keeping with Bloom's oracular 
station, always !auditory. 

ttttHenceforth, let's call The Twin Towers of the World Trade Center 
Nelson's 'horns,' for they will surely do him in. Or in keeping with the current 
reference to them as the multi-billion dollar 'white elephants,' Nelson's 'tusks'! 
History in the making, eh? 
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Then Om was shaken by a mighty shout! 

Bloom reached his point, just as the lights went out! 

Om met the monster called Con Edison, 

But had no stomach for Con's medicine! 

Poor Om went down, no more to say about it, 

And all went home to hum and pray about it! 

IV 



Epilogue 

So, Harry! Home, at last! Now may I beg, 

Does 'Old Nantucket' still break out a keg? 

And does its ancient welcome yet extend 

To those confounded by the journey's end? 

Whose sails outpiled the perils of the world, 

Then fell accurst, by that rude Goddess furled! 

Yes, home! But not for long! Then out again 

To where we left her, which I will explain! 

Eight months at sea! Now is that time enough 

To warrant rations and a pinch of snuff, 

When Dullness keeps her troops on so much more 

For simple sallies to the kitchen door? 

This trip has fattened up the child in me! 

He knows I spend adrenalin at sea, 

And stay too late among the star-stretched hours 

And stare too far beyond the sea-fed flowers, 

And now he makes me drink for any sake, 

Contempt for evil or the love of Blake, 
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Commutes the sentence, death, to days of booze, 

Then lets me serve the time as I would choose, 

Until my mind a distant pin attends 

Where still the pendulum of stars depends! 

The business of her kingdom crams my ear, 

And I must shake the sea to think or hear! 

Shocked, stunned by what I saw, unclothed, I stand! 

So stripped of all the habits of the land, 

Put,offby all the costumes of the day, 

Unmoved by all the outcomes of the play, 

A shadow in the masque of moon and night, 

Until the dawn redress my naked sight, 

And I re,enter for a shave and rub 

By rites of passage in a steaming tub, 

And am myself again, or seem the same, 

As he who left here with accustomed name! 

Should from my utterance then stumble out 

Some blatant outcry or some troubled shout, 

Some echo of the sphere, to her oblate, 

Where Dullness pickles Mankind for her plate, 

Insinuates the guile of her dominion 

Through every devil's hump and angel's pinion, 

That as we shrug or hope for 'all the best,' 

Observe our clocks and credos, all the rest, 

Deal right or wrong, renege, proceed to play, 
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Say black is white, recant, swear both are grey, 

Conspire, withdraw, commit, conform, refute, 

Our stubborn action is her strongest suit! 

Complacency and fear, her potent wares, 

Suborn our consciences to Trojan mares: 

Besieged by contradictions from within, 

Where most we strive, the least we stand to win; 

With Chile, Cuba, Nam or Mayaguez, 

Committed strength collapses to malaise! 

A culture lacking universal gist 

Is bound, a man strung-up, to gibber, twist, 

And stare whichever way the wind has blown, 

Until the blade of his'try cuts it down! 

On either side of ev'ry mortal plot, 

She's active where 'assuredly' she's not: 

Who seeks his refuge in the desert air 

Is bound to find her with another there, 

And soon a great metropolis crops up, 

Where but to pass is to become corrupt! 

Yet there are sunlit times and secret places 

Where innocence defies her sullen traces: 

She dreads naivete and happenstance, 

Insouciance and the statue's careless glance, 

. The unclaimed dead, a child, a sheltered barn, 

A lighted face, all find her put upon; 
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Where nature might unfold in man or tree, 

She will not interpose or deign to be; 

Where men are honest and the rivers flow, 

She will not venture forth or dare to go; 

A piercing eye she fears at ev'ry frolic, 

As felons loathe the light, and vampires, garlic! 

Regard this frown, the level of my eyes, 

The measure of her swiftly moving guise: 

It is the line against her I have drawn, 

The impress of horizons where I've gone, 

To cauterize the poet's severed sight 

And pierce her chaos and impending n~ght! 

And still I must restore these scattered bones 

To native shores and smooth Nantucket stones: 

To Father Mapple through the ocean's cleft, 

We bring the sign he gave us when we left! 

We bore it well through each abysmal strait, 

A key to Heaven? No, Nantucket's gate! 

It was a voice beside us where we went, 

A Presence ever active, never spent, 

As hell is restless in these avid eyes 

And little seashells whisper 'paradise!' 

His blessing binds us to that doubtful end 

Of common God and Ev'ryman as friend, 

To build a mighty kingdom of our loss 
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That has no lock or key, hence needs no cross! 

So ask him if his sermon now will keep 

Until we fix accounts and get some sleep. 

For we have wandered far and wander still 

From thoughts we left upon that Boeotian sill, 

Where last we saw the Goddess and her horde, 

At what? I guess, with time thrown overboard! 

My premature return with half a hold, 

My swift recourse to port with much untold, 

Is all the proof and evidence you need, 

To send us out again with utmost speed! 

Her forces you must know are strong and trim, 

Who could subvert our plan by printer's whim, 

And so foreclose our preconceived design 

To trap her final acts within our line; 

So like a brand or fad she spread his name 

That we must rush to print to meet his fame, 

Before she finds another Dunce's face 

To be her trademark in ~he market-place! 

How like her mind, to make us capsulate, 

The kind of vast apocalyptic fate 

I heard her prophet Bavius ordain, 

To close the planet down with King John's reign! 

It may be more than deadlines that we meet; 

Her Armageddon that we go to greet! 
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If Pope could warn, "She comes, she comes!" 0, fear! 

May we not say at last, "She's here, she's here!" 

You'd think so if you tracked her to that shore, 

Her poets draped like addicts on each oar, 

And watched her hatch her plots upon that isle, 

To blow us all to hell for quite a while! 

That Bavius, as Pope had pictured him, 

Her serpent and the Dunce's paradygm, 

Fell to his knees at just the sight of John, 

And found his face a jew'l to dote upon! 

"My boy," he wept, "the Lethe flows more verily 

To bathe in you the better part of me! t 
Your Queen has urgent, utter need·of you! 

Destroy their senses and the rest we'll do! 

0, trumpets! Drums! The moment and the man! 

The happy husband of her monstrous plan! 

And what a handsome salesman to promote 

To national pastime his poetic trope, 

To turn our language into gibberish, 

Implying all or nothing as you wish; 

Indeed, to make the practice seem perverse, 

Beyond the college wall, a kind of curse; 

A great derangement of the normal brain 

That holds a lack of life its one refrain! 

How well you've kept the middle classes smitten 

tBavius was an ancient poet satirized by Virgil very much as Cibber was by 
Pope. Bavius was so effectively despised that his native isle of Boeotia became 
famous for dullness. Pope (see The Dunciad, Book the Third) imagines Bavius, 
in league with. the Goddess, baptizing prior to their birth, in the Lethe, those 
souls who will live their mortal lives as Dunces. 
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With poems whose subject is the way they're written; 

Go, bid their expectation lift its glass, 

Then leave it quaintly empty as you pass; 

Go, challenge them, then strike reaction dead, 

As blows assault the unsuspecting head! 

Called Existentialism, eh? Uncanny! 

A catchword for the market, sharp as any!" 

"0, Bavius" the Goddess stamped, "Go hence! 

You just confuse him with attempts at sense: 

Now John," she spoke, "We've brought to fever pitch 

The bourgeois ego and the banker's itch; 

T wo~thousand years we've spent to lay these fuses, 

Reduce the multitudes to all my uses, 

To make the many nations all my cults 

Until they cry for uniform results, 

And everyone right down to Billy Graham 

Has his or her investment in my mayhem! 

Now we're prepared to push the final plunger 

And put an end to universal hunger, 

To get this cosmic show upon the road 

And blow it all to bits to ease the load! 

Now wouldn't you enjoy just taking part 

And in the ruins firing up your art? 

Of course you would! Just do as you are told, 

And Johnny Dim becomes King John the Bold! 

It's best when all the world is turning dumb 
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To follow simple, handy rules of thumb! 

In driving Mankind down the path of hell, 

To reassure him all is going well, 

That hell is just a home away from home, 

Your verse, another kind of harmless poem! 

Just void his mind while filling up his ear, 

Like Musak while he's in the dentist's chair! 

We must not interrupt the media noise, 

Nor tolerate the kind of counterpoise 

That poets offered once in brash defiance, 

To all my arts of money, war and science! 

Through you we automate the rule ofDunce: 

Usurp the poet's role, pre~empt response, 

Tie~up the presses, satisfy the set, 

Relax the prey, and then we drop the net!, 

That's when I left them, knowing I must go! 

Had Dullness, or the printer, planned it so? 

Is this much epic equal to the store 

Of half a loaf where there was none before? 

Like Howitzers aloft the great gale hurdles 

Beyond the steeple where the ocean curdles, 

And time is of the essence, days not years, 

Like dying flames, attenuate our fears, 

And I attend the ending of the tale, 

As Ishmael remembered Ahab's whale! 

*finis* 
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